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ARTIST’S STATEMENT

Making art takes me away and puts me down 
on a deserted island, it’s deep and silly, horrify-
ing and amazingly beautiful, soul wrenching 
and spiritually uplifting. It is me, and I am it. 
Sometimes it makes itself, and I am just the 
tools (those are the great days), and other 
times it’s all consuming work requiring stamina 
and discipline (those are the good days). I’ve 

been doing it since I was old enough to hold a pencil. Maybe I even did it 
in the womb — Mom, did I? 

I see faces in everything – the way a shadow from a tree lights the grass 
beneath it, the pattern in a carpet, a chipped cement wall in a decaying 
building, a stone strewn mountainside. In the past few years, I’ve become 
fascinated with painting simplified and deconstructed visuals of human 
faces, in order to show the duplicitious, or harmonious, nature of our 
thoughts. Within the same piece there can be a clean cut solid color 
representation of the human face, while around and beneath that calm 
surface are agitated applications of pastel, colored pencil, and bold 
strokes of acrylic color. Through use of simple shapes, bold color, and the 
layering affect the frisket allows, I hope to convey the message that when 
it comes to human’s thoughts, things are rarely what they seem.. 

Recent Exhibits
City Lights Gallery
Small Works Show
January 2015

Valentines Day Open Studios
Nest Arts Factory
February 2015

Art in the Country 
Juried Exhibit
Easton Library
May-June 2015

Faber-Birren National Color 
Award Show
Juried Exhibit
Franklin Gallery
Oct-November 2015

Briodgeport Art Trail
Nest Arts Factory
November 2015

Splitting Headache River of Peace Certainty

Mixed Media: arcylic, frisket film, colored pencil, pastels, graphite
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